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CAD-CAM-CAE Examples 
 

example title: Shaft type component modelling(CAD) 

example number: ÓE-A06b 

example level: basic - medium - advanced 

CAx system: CATIA v5 

Related material part with TÁMOP  CAD 

Job Description: Create Cad model of a shaft type component in 

CATIA v5. 

1 The task 
Create a CAD model in CATIA v5 from the figure! 

 

 

2 The solution steps  

2.1 Cylinder modeling 

We create a circle with 18mm diameter on a sketch. When you are finished you can click the 

exit the Workbench. You click the Pad  command and set the 13,5 thickness of the build 

one body element. 
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We create a Ø16 cylinder with same method. First create a sketch then use the pad command. 

The length of the cylinder is 22,5 mm now. This model state is shown in the picture below. 

 

 
 

2.2 Groove preparation 

We start preparing the groove as a tool to cut out. We make the tool geometry, and spin 

around the cylinder’s axis. We are opening a new sketch and edit the following way. 

We form a trapezium with Profile  command. We can to read simply all the dimension for 

trapezium from the drawing.  
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When you are finished you can click exit to exit the Workbench. Groove  command to cut 

out the desired shape. Two important data must be entered in the Groove Definition window. 

It is the first angle and the axis. Firs angle value is 360 degree. We need to select the axis of 

the cylinder in axis selection section. 

 
 

2.3 The through hole preparation  

We use the Hole  command, when we make the Ø11 hole. Click on one end of the body 

then click the Hole command. We must tune only the Extension tab:  Up To Next, and 

Diameter is 11mm. 

We exact location of the hole with Positioning Sketch; here it is enough if the point of the 

circle with Concentricity constrain, so we get centre bore. 
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2.4 Perpendicular hole preparation 

This hole is difficult to prepare using the Hole command as Pocket We make this with Pocket 

 command. We will create a circular pocket, in a way that the plane is selected in the right 

place a Sketch in a circle with 8 mm diameter. When you are finished you can click exit to 

exit the Workbench and click the Pocket command. We select Up to next type first limit and 

Up to next type second limit. You can see this below in the figure. 
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2.5 Preparation of threads 

We make the M16 and M18 type thread with Thread/Tap   command. Start this command. 

First section this command is the Geometrical Definition. Here we select a Lateral surface and 

a Limit Surface. We need chose thread or tap type. We create thread now. Second section of 

this command is the Bottom Type. Here select Dimension value because we write thread 

depth with numbers. We can add the detail of thread in Numerical Definition section. We 

select the   Metric Thick pitch type, chose M10 for the Thread Description list. Thread Depth 

value is 12 mm. Write this. M16 means 10 mm diameter right handed thread. We select the 

Right-Threaded text under the Pitch sign.. 

The Procedure is similar in both thread but values of others. 
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2.6 Preparation of chamfers 

We can make multiple edges with the Chamfer  command passion which have the same 

preferences. We select the edges and give the values.(Length; Angle) 

 

 
 

2.7 The final model 

 

 
 


